




As woodworkers and craftsman we look to the symbol of the American barn

for its value as a sustainable product. There is a lot one can learn when looking 

at these iconic structures. Assembled and erected from solid wood beams using 

mortise and tenon joinery, these barns remain a symbol of our heritage. 

The same can be said about every bedroom collection we make. Our collections 

are constructed using superior methods and only the highest quality materials. 

We use solid wood, not pressed wood, mortise and tenon, not butt joints, and like

the classic American barn the lifespan of our furniture is built to be measured in 

decades and centuries. 

We don’t just build bedrooms, we build family heirlooms.
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You can select any of our bed designs and then decide if you 

would prefer one of the four options we off er. Selections 

depend on your individual storage needs, and overall 

design preference. Choose from Twin, Full, Queen and King 

sizes. Then choose a standard or low footboard. Or take 

advantage of our Rail or Footboard Drawers, for extra storage. 

Briarwood’s Rail and Footboard Drawers are fi nished inside 

and out and are constructed with the same quality and 

attention to detail as the rest of our collections.



The focal point of every Briarwood bedroom collection is the bed. The rest of the collection is designed 

to accent the bed design and provide additional storage and functionality. Each of our beds is designed 

to accommodate your individual taste and needs. Each collection off ers a bed in Twin, Full, Queen and 

King sizes. Each bed can also be customized to meet your storage or design needs. Select our standard 

bed, with a standard or low footboard, or our Rail or Footboard Drawers, for extra storage. 

With each bed design you get to select...

Style, Storage Confi guration, Species and Stain Color

Standard Footboard Low Footboard

Drawer FootboardDrawer Rail
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Grand Haven Mission
One of the most majestic mission beds 

on the market today, this bed has been a 

best seller for many years. The mission 

design dates back to the pre 1900s, and 

although its popularity ebbs and fl ows, 

this collection will never go out of style. 

Details in the design of the feet and 

hardware add to this collections appeal.

Classic Mission
The name says it all. This bed is smaller 

in stature than our Grand Haven Mission. 

Its timeless design is lasting and proven, 

and looks right at home with the 

entire Mission Collection.
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Koehler Creek
The distinct high headboard and rustic details of the Koehler Creek bed catch your eye in a way that is nearly irresistible. 

The Koehler Creek’s heavy rails look great with Footboard Drawers. Post frame construction and just the right hardware 

make the entire collection an instant classic.



Loretta
This Loretta panel bed puts a new twist on a classic look. 

The Loretta’s corner posts hint of a classic mission design, 

while the panels in the head and footboard refl ect the 

stylings of heavier more rustic designs. This bed looks 

right at home amongst all of the elements of our

Koehler Creek Collection.
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MarshField Shaker
The clean lines of the Marshfi eld Shaker bed are clearly inspired by classic American Shaker designs. 

This collection is another timeless classic from Briarwood.
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Pencil Post
The timeless Shaker styling of our Pencil Post bed has been a part of fi ne interior styling for centuries. 

Available with or without a canopy top, this bed will continue to be in style for centuries to come. 

This bed is right at home when combined with our complete Marshfi eld Collection.
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Oxford
The traditional stylings of the Oxford bed feature an arched head and footboard design. Shown here 

in Cherry with our popular rail drawers, this bed is a show stopper. The Oxford Collection features expressive 

drawer fronts and refl ects the unique arched shape of the head and footboard in the base of each piece.
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Latrobe Springs
This design features lots of storage options. If storage in the headboard is not enough, 

you might consider the optional side rail drawers. The detail in the footboard take the 

Latrobe Springs bed beyond functional, making it perfect for any bedroom in your home.
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Sometimes it’s the simple things that count the most. That can 
be said about our very functional Rail Drawers. Our Rail Drawers 
are available on all of our beds. Finished inside and out, they 
provide that additional storage that so many of us need.



Mayfi eld
With storage in the headboard and footboard, the Mayfi eld is an extremely functional choice. Its low profi le, straight lines, 

and decorative rail create a very contemporary, yet casual look. Also unique to the Mayfi eld Collection is a oversized bedside 

chest in place of the more traditional nightstand. 
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Hide-away storage compartments 

built into the headboard are almost 

undetectable and are perfect for 

valuables and personal items.



Newberry
The classic bookcase bed never goes out of style. Shown here with our optional rail drawers, this bed off ers lots of storage. 

The Newberry collection features post frame construction and all the quality you expect from a Briarwood collection.
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Newberry Panel Bed
This classic stylings of this panel bed look great as a 

standalone element, or when combined with 

the complete Newberry Collection.



Wingate
Distinctive is the word that comes to mind when you try to describe our Wingate Collection.

Ornate dentil work on every piece and unique waistline under the top row of drawers is 

just the beginning. Right down to the bun feet, no detail was overlooked. Shown here stained 

in gray, this newest off ering from Briarwood is simply exquisite.
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Roxanne
Smaller in stature than some of our other beds, the Roxanne is ideal for a guest room. Intricate post detail, grooves, 

moldings, and panels create its appealing look. These same features carry over to the complete collection, 

creating what feels like a very feminine bedroom set. 
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Bayshore
Old fashioned cannonball posts turned from 4” lumber combine with the headboard to create a casual combination 

of curves and straight edges. Bold enough for your master suite, yet refi ned enough to be right at home in a secondary 

or guest room. This bed can easily be paired with the complete Roxanne Collection.
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Santa Rosa
A classic American design, the Santa Rosa features tall beaded posts and easy curves in the headboard. The high blanket rail on the footboard allows 

your bedding to be properly displayed. This bed is sure to capture your eye, and can also be paired with the complete Roxanne Collection.
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Laurel Hill

High class has always been associated with raised panel beds. Our Laurel Hill bed is no exception. Medium in stature, this bed is shown 

with our optional Footboard Drawers. The optional storage and high class design are all available to you at a very attractive price point.
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Woodbury
Massive. Impressive. Two words to best describe the Woodbury’s large octagon 

posts and heavy moldings. Cap pieces on both the head and footboards all combine

to create a design that demands your attention. Subtle accents, like the gentle curve

on the outer panels and turned beads on the posts, add to this bed’s infi nite style.



Olympia
Tall and stately, the extreme luxury and design of this bed demands attention 

wherever it is placed. From the curves of its head and footboard, to its multiple 

moldings, turned posts, raised panels and fl uting, this bed exemplifi es what 

Briarwood is all about.



Centura
Dating back to the turn of the century, the Centura’s tall 

headboard has always made a statement. Inserts in the 

head and footboards allow a tremendous amount of wood 

to show. If you like wood beds, the Centura may be just 

the bed for your master suite.
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Millcreek
The rustic look of this bed is evident in its vertical distressed planking in the angled panel. 

Its low footboard, with a planking cross piece, fi nish out the design, and prove that

not everything has to be straight and smooth to be beautiful.



NewBerry Panel Bed
This classic styling of this panel bed looks great as a standalone element or when combined with the complete Newberry Collection.
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Classic Mission Twin over Twin with Drawers

Our highly versatile Drawer Unit fits 
under all of our beds including our bunk beds. 
Finished to match, it can provide that additional 
storage that so many of us need.

Camp Teton Bunk
The Camp Teton Bunk bed is a slightly simpler and lighter design when compared to some of our other bunks. However, 

this design has proven to be highly adaptable. Excellent for a kid’s room and proven in the hospitality industry.
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Classic Mission Bunk
Bunk beds are a great solution when you don’t have a lot of extra space. 

Not to mention they are a lot of fun for the kids. Extending the Classic Mission 

style into bunk beds was only natural.

Twin over Twin Bunk

Twin over Full Bunk



Cape Cod Bunk
This is the ultimate bunk bed. Built, maybe even overbuilt, to handle years of hard use. This bed gets 

its style from extra-thick cross pieces and grooved solid wood panels. Accented with detailed turnings 

on the posts, the Cape Cod makes a statement in any child’s room.
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Colonial Bunk
Where casual and traditional meet, you’ll fi nd the square posts, turned spindles 

and slightly arched top and bottom of our Colonial Bunk bed.
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Mission Day Bed
Continuing in the Classic Mission line, 

this day bed off ers all the style and 

versatility you need from a day bed. 

A matching trundle is also available. 

Lyndale Day Bed
The Lyndale Day Bed represents lasting beauty and great 

versatility. Whether you are sitting, sleeping, or just plain 

relaxing our day bed is designed for ultimate comfort and 

style. Sleep overs are not a problem either. Simply add a

matching trundle that neatly tucks away under your 

day bed and pull it out as needed.

Both day beds and trundles use a twin size mattress.
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Bed Seats
Complete your bedroom with a bed seat from Briarwood. These high 

quality seats provide a comfortable place for you to sit as you prepare to start 

your day, or get into bed. We off er bed seats for many of our most popular designs.

Bayshore Bed SeatLaural Hill Bed Seat

Lyndale Bed Seat

Classic Mission Bed Seat



Select a Stain
Once you have selected one of our six standard hardwoods. You can 

choose a stain color, or we can match to a stain sample you supply. 

Select a Species
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Wood is warm. Wood is strong. Wood is beautiful. 

Wood has character. And Wood will increase in value with age.

Oak Brown Maple

Sap Cherry Rustic Quarter Sawn
White Oak

Cherry Quarter Sawn
White Oak

Made In U.S.A.
Briarwood’s collections are constructed in Holmes County Ohio, USA. When you purchase from us you 

are supporting more than just our family, you are supporting the families of everyone who supports 

us. From the American timbers we use, to the American truckers who deliver our beds, Briarwood 

is pleased to be a contributor to the local economy and support small family owned businesses.
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